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Vocabulary 

Chapter 1 

Obliged p.9 verb – to do a favor for 

Apologized p.11 verb – to say sorry 

Weep p.13 verb – to express deep sorrow by crying 

Chapter 2 

Inconvenient p.15 adjective – not convenient or giving trouble or annoyance 

Dependable p.15 adjective – capable of being trusted; reliable 

Bruised p.16 adjective – having a bruise; damaged or wounded; discoloration of skin 

Queer p.19 adjective strange or differing in some way from what is usual or normal 

Chapter 3 

Punctual p.22 adjective – being on time 

Tangerine p.23 noun – any various mandarin oranges that have usually deep orange skin and pulp 

Chapter 4 

Accident p.31 noun – an unplanned event or circumstance 

Solemn p.32 adjective – marked by grave sedateness and earnest sobriety 

Unreliable p.32 adjective – untrustworthy; can’t count on someone or something 

Trundled p.32 verb – to move on or as if on wheels 

Chapter 5 

Compass p.36 noun – a device for determining directions; north, south, east, west 

Contradict p.37 verb – to disagree with 

Tender p.37 adjective easily chewed 

Scarce p.38 adjective – not very much of something 

Chapter 6 

Invasion p.44 noun – the incoming or spread of something usually hurtful 

Suspicious p.46 adjective – tending to arouse suspicion; questionable; distrustful 

Chapter 7 

Allowance p.52 noun – a sum of money provided for personal or household expenses 
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Forelock p.54 noun – a lock of hair growing from the front of the head 

Grooming p.55 verb – to clean and maintain the appearance of an animal  

Chapter 8 

Crossroads p.57 noun – a road that crosses a main road or runs cross-country between main roads 

Dignified p.57 adjective – showing or expressing a formality in manner, appearance, or language 

Chapter 9 

Crank p.65 noun – a bent part of an axle or shaft or an arm keyed at right angles to the end of a shaft by 

which a circular motion is used to twist and turn  

Chapter 10 

Irate p.70 adjective – arising from anger 

Stampeded p.70 verb – to cause a group to act on sudden or rash impulse 

Bellowing p.76 verb – to shout in a deep voice 

 


